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Pile. te 3. gentle, y t powe ul V''1.y to get in touch 
with YOLlr body, release your spirit, and calm your mind. It can 
help you conquer fatigue, limited movement, and decreased 
strength. It can prevent you from developing complicatJons 
such as pain. stiffness, and lymphoedema. So, what exactly is 
Pilates and where can I get some? 

Most of us are at least generally familiar wit!' Pilates as a form 
of exercise. It's on the roster at· the local gym. Everyone talks 
about their Heore" or lack thereof, and the thought of someone 
who practices Pilates conjures up Images of a "six pack" 
arou d the middle, and not the kind of six pack that reqUires 
you to pull a metal tab. 

So, tl10ugh Pilates may be part of our common vernacular it 's 
not widely understood In its entirety. Pllates methods give us a 
way to tackle the drooping effects 01 Father Time or reduce our 
belly-print on Mother Earth, but it goes far beyond cosmetiC 
results. It IS actually a multi-layered philosophy that Involves 
mind-body connection, breathing technique, lightness of spirit, 
and ease of movement. Some say it has Yoga-esque qualitie 
and the direc1 impact of a session can still be felt afterwards as 
you walk to your car or cruise the produce aisle. Some 
describe feeling lighter, some feel grounded. and others 
actually feel taller and more erect after just one expenence. 

Exercise witll a rich history 
Developed by Joseph Pilates, a former circus performer and 
boxer turned body builder, gymnast, wrestler, skier and diver. 
in England during World War I, Pilates Metilod began as mat 
work exercises designed to rehabilitate detainees of Ule war 
The equipment Pilates used to build streng1h and endurance 
were Simple items available to him: bedsprings and keg rings 
He incorporated ideas from Zen Buddhism, Yoga and Greek 



philosophy After building his reputation as a physical trainer 
and healer In Europe. he and his wife. Clara, established 
a studio In New York in 1925. Here. Pllates took on many 

students and soon got noticed by the dance oommunity, which 
fueled most of Pi lates' work . Yet, it was the 1980s before 
his principles took IlOld with everyday .A.mencans. 

Joseph Pllates' personal.and professional successes were 

rooted In his Idea of overall health. He focused on what he 
considered the core of health - tile spine and the abdomen 
believing that strength and flexibility in these areas promoted 

the same in all other body parts originating from this, the body's 
centre. He later developed exercises focusing on the essential 
gliding of the scapular bones (your back's "wing bones") and 

the strength f the muscles surrounding the scapula. 

Pilates exercises are performed primarily on a mat or other 

equipment such as a reformer. unique because gravity's force 
can be reduced to create ease of movement or utilised 10 
create gentle resistance. Most exercises are performed lying 
on your back, stomach or your side, providing support and 
the opportunity to isolate specific muscles or focus on large 
muscle groups. Additionally. with each exercise flow, you are 

asked to focus on your breath. every inhalation and exhalation 
coordinated with exertion. This /low provides your body wittl 
oxygenating nourishment and creates a meditative attention to 
your physical and emotional state. 

Infusion !n 0 tile medical community 
With thiS sort of balanced scientific and spiritual approach. 

Pllates has received some attention in the medical community as 
a valid treatment for patients wittl varying diagnoses, including 
U10se recovering from breast cancer. Many physlo therapists 
find the flolistlc qualities Pllates espouses to be an effective 
component of both clinic and home-based exercise regimes . 
It simultane usly builds strength, flexibility and confidence in 

the movements of the body. Occupational therapists recognise 
Pilates' Impact on the stabilising core muscles as a foundation 
for increased function and greater independence In acti ities of 
Ii ing such as self-care (dressing, bat.hing, and hygiene), Ilome 

care, community activities and leisure endeavours. 

One such occupational therapist IS Naomi Aaronson, 
author of various articles n Pilates as a treatment for those 
recovering from breast cancer and founder of Recovercises 
(recovercisesforwellness.com). The program, based in the New 
York City area, educates and empowers cancer survivors to 
"live fully as 1hey learn to live with cancer" through articles, 

courses. resources and products. Naomi began her career 

as a recreation the;rapist and aerobics instructor before she 
graduated with a degree In occupational therapy in 1990. As 
an occupational therapISt. she worked in a clinic, where she 
treated many breast cancer patients recovering from surgery 

and breast reconstruction . 

First introduced to Pilates as a result of treatment sll e received 
atter her own car accident. Naomi felt Pilates was an intuitive fit 
into her practice. "Pllates emphasises proximal (trunk) stability, 
distal (arms, legs. head. neck) moblhty, gentle progression and 
one-on-one attention." Naomi's patients experienc d excellent 

progress. They leamed focused concentration, breathing, and 
scapular stabilisation resulting In controlled pain, less swelling 
and increased movement throughout Ulelr bodies. They were 

able to function better at home and in their communities. "The 
patients were feeling It (their body movements) and had to do 
fewer repetitions because they were focused on the quality of 
their movements, not tile number of repetitions .. they felt what 
worked and ho it should or shouldn't feel," as Pilates exercise 

should never cause pain, a point Naomi stresses. 

Though Naomj's work originally centred on treating women 

recovering from surgery and breast reconstruction, she 
soon learned that Pilates had the potential to also help with 

many side effects of breast cancer treatment such as: pain, 
lymphoedema, weight gain and shoulder problems It helped 
with fatigue, giving patients more strength and endurance, and 

most certainly impacted women's psychosocial adjustment 
to breast cancer. giving tllem ways to impact their bodies and 
move with pain-free fluidity. 

In aoml's fitcommerce.com article, "Pilates Helps Breast 
Cancer Survivors Recover," she addresses specifically how 
PUates can help women recovering from breast cancer. The 
following is adapted from Ihat article. 

1. Pllates improves lymphatic drainage by its emphasis on 
deep breathing along with abdominal exercises which help 
pump excess lymphatic fluid back to the heart. 

2. 	Pilates strenglhens the middle back musculature through 
exercise. This promotes better posture. often Impaired after 
breast surgery, 

3 	 Pilates can be done in Individual sessions if fatigue, anemia 
or infection risk is a factor. In addit ion, It can accommodate 

special needs and conSIderations as it can be performed 
in standing, sitting , lying on the back or belly. or side-lying 
positions . 

4 	 Pilates can Improve rhythm and balance between back 
and shoulder muscles as women often restnct shoulder 

movement due to pain, fear and decreased proprioception 
(awareness of where the body IS in space). 

5. 	Pilates' emphasis is minimal repetitions o f an exercise done 
with correct form. This i perfect for someone at risk for 

lymphoedema or who is fatigued. 

TllOUgh qualitative impro ements often speak for themselves, 
clinical research into the effects of Pilates on the recovery 
of individuals with breast cancer is still very thin. One recent 
Ihough small study, conducted by K.S. Keays In 2007 and 
published In tile journal, Physical Therapy, found that Pllates 

moderately improved shoulder abduction (movement of the 
arm away from the side of the body) and extemal shoulder 
rotation. Clearly, further research is needed to validate the 

wide scope o'f effectiveness Pllates treatment can bnng. Yet 
indi idual experiences continue to be encouraging . 
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